UHVPE 0.1

Holistic Development
&
Role of Education
Whatever is said is a Proposal (Do not assume it to be true)

Explore it within yourself

Verify it on the basis of your Natural Acceptance

It is a process of Dialog
The Role of Education

What is the Role of Education?

The role of education is to facilitate the development of the competence to live with Definite Human Conduct.

Of the three types of fear, which is predominant today?
  - Fear of Natural Calamities
  - Fear of Wild Animals
  - Fear of the Inhuman Behaviour of Human Beings

All units around us exhibit definite conduct, except human being:

1. Physical Order (conduct is constitution based)
2. Plant Order (““ seed ““
3. Animal Order (““ breed ““
4. Human Order (““ education-sanskar ““)
The Role of Education

What is the Role of Education?

The role of education is to facilitate the development of the competence to live with **Definite Human Conduct in all Human Beings**

Is there need for such Education?

Who is responsible to make it available?

Are we able to ensure this Education?

If we want to provide such education, what would be the basic requirements?

We will explore into this
Is Human Relationship Important?

Dj kekudh l ekegRe i njgS
Check within Yourself! vi useat lp dj n§k

What do we all want?

gc 1 c dh plguk d) kg§

We can examine this within ourselves

bl sge vi useat lp dj n§kl drsga
Desire

Do we want to be happy?

Do we want to be prosperous?

Do we want the continuity of happiness and prosperity?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desire</th>
<th>State of Being</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do we want to be happy?</td>
<td>Are we happy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>डो क्गे इ ढहग्लाकप्लगर्स्गढ़</td>
<td>डो क्गे इ ढहग्ला</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do we want to be prosperous?</td>
<td>Are we prosperous?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>डो क्गे इ ले) ढलाकप्लगर्स्गढ़</td>
<td>डो क्गे इ ले) ढला</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do we want the continuity of happiness and prosperity?</td>
<td>Is there continuity of our happiness and prosperity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>डो क्गे इ ले) डलेफ) ढहफुजार्कप्लगर्स्गढ़</td>
<td>डो क्गे इ ले) डलेफ) ढहफुजार्कढ़ा</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire</td>
<td>Effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Do we want to be happy?  
Do kge l ḫhglak plgrsgɓ | Is our effort (gelƙi zƙ):  
– For continuity of happiness and prosperity?  
I ḫk leƙ dhfujajrkdsvƙeagƙ or ;ƙ |
| Do we want to be prosperous?  
Do kge l eƙ glakplgrsgɓ | – Just for accumulation of physical facility?  
ḍsv l ḫplƙag dsvƙeɓ |
| Do we want the continuity of happiness and prosperity?  
Do kge l ḫk leƙ dhfujajrkdplgrsgɓ | Have you assumed that happiness and prosperity will automatically come when you have enough physical facility? |

We will explore this further.
The unhappiness in your family is

- More due to lack of physical facility or
- More due to lack of fulfillment in relationship?

How much time and effort are you investing:

- For physical facility
- For fulfillment in relationship

The unhappiness is more due to lack of fulfillment in relationship
Most of the time and effort is spent for physical facility
Check within Yourself! 

For human beings physical facility is necessary but relationship is also necessary. For animals physical facility is necessary as well as complete.

On examining carefully, we find that this is a fundamental difference between animals and human beings.

Physical facility is necessary for animals and necessary for human beings also. For animals physical facility is necessary as well as complete. For human beings physical facility is necessary but not complete.
When an animal has lack of physical facility it becomes uncomfortable, when it gets physical facility it becomes comfortable

Eg. When a cow gets a stomach-full of grass, it becomes comfortable, sits and chews the cud

When a human being has lack of physical facility, he becomes uncomfortable and unhappy

But once he gets the physical facility, he forgets about it and starts thinking about hundreded other things

(Check for yourself if you feel happy every day that you are getting enough to eat?)
For human beings, physical facility is necessary but relationship is also necessary.

For animals, physical facility is necessary as well as complete relationship.

For human beings:
- Physical facility is necessary but relationship is also necessary.
- Necessary but not complete relationship.

For animals:
- Necessary and complete relationship.
Other than physical facility what else does a human being think about?

On close examination, the list of thoughts can be classified into two categories:

1. Feelings in relationship with other human beings
2. Right understanding in the self, or knowledge

Human beings think about ensuring these

vxj bu l lsvlf ph leij /; ku narkseyr%dis dlj dh phcurhgs
dsl lk lqkeahlo vlf
2- Le; aeal gh! e>! Klu
dsl fip spr djusdhck euq l lprkgA
If we recognize human beings’ aspiration, we find that they want to live in relationship with all and feel happy living in relationship, therefore relationship is necessary for human beings.

Examine within yourself if

1. You want to live in relationship (harmony) with others or
2. You want to live in opposition with others or
3. You believe living has to be necessarily in opposition with others, ie. There is 'struggle for survival', 'survival of the fittest' and check if you feel happy living this way?

Thus: for human beings, both physical facility and relationship are necessary.
For Human Being, both Physical Facility and Relationship are Necessary

**RELATIONSHIP**
- With human beings

**PHYSICAL FACILITY**
- With nature

For human beings: necessary but not complete

For animals: necessary & complete

\[ \text{vlo'; d, cai wz} \]

\[ \text{ekuo ds fy, vlo'; d, i jaq vizugla} \]
On further examination, we find that we all do want to live in relationship with others.

Every night when there is a fight, we want to resolve it. We start the next day with the thought that we don’t want to fight today, but due to lack of right understanding about fulfillment of relationship, a fight takes place by night.

For fulfillment in relationship, it is necessary to have right understanding about relationship. i.e. Right understanding is also necessary for human beings.
Right Understanding is also Necessary for Human Being

RIGHT UNDERSTANDING
\( \text{ RIGHT UNDERSTANDING } \)
\( \text{ (l e)} \)
in the self

RELATIONSHIP
\( \text{ (l a/k)} \)
with human beings

PHYSICAL FACILITY
\( \text{ (l f/p/k)} \)
with rest of nature

For animals: necessary & complete
For human beings: necessary but not complete
Thus: right understanding, relationship and physical facility, all three are necessary for human beings

Check for yourself if:

1. Right understanding, relationship and physical facility – all three are necessary for you or something can be dropped from them and

2. Your current effort is for right understanding, relationship and physical facility or is it only for physical facility?
Now if all three, right understanding, relationship and physical facility, are necessary, what would be the priority between them?

Examine within yourself, what is the priority of these for you?

- PHYSICAL FACILITY
  - l f/p/k
    - with rest of nature

- RIGHT UNDERSTANDING
  - l e>
    - in the self

- RELATIONSHIP
  - l e>
    - with human beings
Priority: Right Understanding, Relationship & Physical Facility

1. **RIGHT UNDERSTANDING**
   \[I \text{ e}>\]
   in the self

2. **RELATIONSHIP**
   \[l \text{ o/k}\]
   with human beings

3. **PHYSICAL FACILITY**
   \[l \text{ p/k}\]
   with rest of nature

For animals: necessary & complete
For human beings: necessary but not complete

---

**MUTUAL HAPPINESS**

**MUTUAL PROSPERITY**
Program: Right Understanding, Relationship & Physical Facility

1. RIGHT UNDERSTANDING
   \[ \langle l e \rangle \]
   in the self

2. RELATIONSHIP
   \[ \langle l a k \rangle \]
   with human beings

3. PHYSICAL FACILITY
   \[ \langle l f p / l b \rangle \]
   with rest of nature

For animals: necessary & complete
For human beings: necessary but not complete

MUTUAL HAPPINESS

MUTUAL PROSPERITY
Priority: Physical Facility

RELATIONSHIP (l e k) with human beings

RIGHT UNDERSTANDING (l e) in the self

PHYSICAL FACILITY (l h k) with rest of nature

For animals: necessary & complete
For human beings: necessary but not complete

UNHAPPINESS (Mutual)  DEPRIVATION (Mutual)

For animals: necessary & complete
For human beings: necessary but not complete
Program: Accumulation of Physical Facility

RIGHT UNDERSTANDING
\( | e e \rangle \)
in the self

RELATIONSHIP
\( | e a k \rangle \)
with human beings

PHYSICAL FACILITY
\( | f p / l k \rangle \)
with rest of nature

For animals: necessary & complete
For human beings: necessary but not complete

UNHAPPINESS (Mutual)
\( n f j k ( n h k ) \)

DEPRIVATION (Mutual)
\( n f r z k ( n h k ) \)
With insufficient understanding and insufficient fulfilment in relationship, when we put in effort only for physical facility

1. Firstly, we do not experience happiness

2. Secondly, without right understanding, we are never able to rightly determine our requirement of physical facility

Therefore, in spite of having accumulation of physical facility, we feel that we do not have sufficient physical facility and we continually have the feeling of deprivation
Therefore we can observe two categories of human beings

1. Lacking physical facility, unhappy deprived
2. Having physical facility, unhappy deprived

While we want to be

3. Having physical facility, happy prosperous

Check within yourself

- Where are you now – at 1, 2 or 3 and
- Where do you want to be?
If our living is only for physical facility, then we are living with animal consciousness, because animals live only for physical facility and are fulfilled by that, not human beings.
Animal Consciousness, SVDD or SSDD, Indefinite Conduct

- **RIGHT UNDERSTANDING**
  - \( \langle I e \rangle \)
  - in the self

- **RELATIONSHIP**
  - \( \langle I e/k \rangle \)
  - with human beings

- **PHYSICAL FACILITY**
  - \( \langle I f/k \rangle \)
  - with rest of nature

Related concepts:
- **UNHAPPINESS (Mutual)**
  - \( nfj < nk \) ( hinted )
- **DEPRIVATION (Mutual)**
  - \( nfj nzk < nk \) ( hinted )
If we are living for all three (right understanding, relationship and physical facility) then we are living with human consciousness

Human beings can be fulfilled by being happy and prosperous on the basis of these three
Human Consciousness, SSSS, Definite Human Conduct

1. RIGHT UNDERSTANDING
   (l e≥)
   in the self

2. RELATIONSHIP
   (l e≥k)
   with human beings

3. PHYSICAL FACILITY
   (l f≥k)
   with rest of nature

MUTUAL HAPPINESS  MUTUAL PROSPERITY
Transformation (l de:k) = Development (fodk)

1. RIGHT UNDERSTANDING (l e>)
in the self

2. RELATIONSHIP (l edk)
with human beings

3. PHYSICAL FACILITY (l fo/lk)
with rest of nature

MUTUAL HAPPINESS

MUTUAL PROSPERITY

Human Consciousness
ekao psuk

Animal Consciousness
tlo psuk
Role of Education-Sanskar: Enable Transformation

1. RIGHT UNDERSTANDING
   \( \text{le} \) in the self

2. RELATIONSHIP
   \( \text{lk} \) with human beings

3. PHYSICAL FACILITY
   \( \text{lp/lk} \) with rest of nature

MUTUAL HAPPINESS

MUTUAL PROSPERITY
Role of Education-Sanskar

The role of education is to facilitate the development of the competence to live with Definite Human Conduct by enabling this Transformation, by ensuring all 3 (Right Understanding, Relationship and Physical Facility) – in every Human Being

Education – Developing Right Understanding

Sanskar – Commitment/ Preparation/ Practice for Right Living. Preparation includes Learning Right Skills & Technology
Role of Education-Sanskar

The role of education is to facilitate the development of the competence to live with Definite Human Conduct by enabling this Transformation, by ensuring all 3 (Right Understanding, Relationship and Physical Facility) – in every Human Being

Are we able to ensure this?

Do we want to ensure this?
Our Program

We discuss these issues in detail during eight days workshop.